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An ergodic theorem is proved for tensor products of Banach spaces. As a special 
case, an ergodic theorem is proved for vector-valued LP-spaces. This theorem 
generalizes results of Aribaud, J. Funcf. Anal. 5 (1970), 395411, and Dinculeanu, 
J. Funct. Anal. 12 (1973), 229-235. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. RESULTS 
Let G be a Banach space and U a uniformly bounded semi-group of 
linear operators on G. An element g of G is said to be ergodic (more 
precisely, U-ergodic in G) [l] if for any convex combination g, of the 
elements ug (U E U) the closed convex hull of the elements ug, (u E U) con- 
tains exactly one U-invariant element. The ergodic elements constitute a 
U-invariant closed linear subspace of G. This subspace will be called the 
U-ergodic (or simply ergodic) subspace of G. If all elements of G are 
U-ergodic, then G is said to be U-ergodic (or simply ergodic). 
Assume that G is a Banach tensor product of the Banach spaces E and F, 
i.e., the algebraic tensor product E 0 F is densely imbedded in G by a linear 
isomorphism K: E @ F + G such that /I ~(e @f) /I G = I/ e 11 E. 11 f 11 F. In what 
follows, given E, F, and G, the mapping K will always be fixed or defined in 
a natural way; consequently, we consider E @ F a subspace of G and write 
G=EGF. 
Let S be a bounded semi-group of linear operators on E and let T be a 
bounded semi-group of linear operators on F. Assume that for all s E S and 
t E T the algebraic tensor product s @ t is bounded on E @ F (which is a 
linear subspace of G). Then every s@ t has a unique continuous extension 
to G, which will be denoted by s 6 t. The operators s 6 t (s E S, t E T) form 
a semi-group, which will be denoted by U or S@ T. Assume that this semi- 
group is uniformly bounded. 
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THEOREM 1. If e is S-ergodic in E and f is T-ergodic in F, then e @Of is 
S 6 T-ergodic in E 6 F. 
COROLLARY. If E is S-ergodic and F is T-ergodic, then E 6 F is S6 T- 
ergodic. 
Now let E = Lp(X, C, p) ( = Lp), w h ere (X, Z, p) is a positive measure 
space and 1 <p 6 co, and let F be again an abstract Banach space. 
PROPOSITION 1. The space LT. of F-valued pth power integrable 
measurable functions is a tensor product of Lp and F in the above sense, the 
imbedding being defined by rc(e of) = ef: 
THEOREM 2. Zf S is a semi-group of linear operators s of n, G P< m Lp 
into itself such that the norm of s as an operator in L’ and as an operator in 
L” (in the latter case defined on the space of integrable simple functions) is 
at most one and T is a (bounded) ergodic semi-group in a Banach space F, 
then S@ T exists is bounded and ergodic on L$ for 1 cp -c co. Moreover, 
there exists a unique S@ T-invariant linear mapping P, T of the linear span 
L, of the spaces L$ (1 < p < CO) into itself leaving the S@ T-invariant 
elements of L, fixed and being bounded in every L$. ( 1 < p < 00 ). P, T has 
the following properties: 
(1) The range of P F, T equals the set of S@ T-invariant elements of L,. 
(2) Il~~,,gll,d~~p~ll~ll:~~~} Ilgll,(g~L”,, l<p<~). 
(3) PD,{I,) (4 of) = 4 0 P,(,,) g if 4 is a bounded linear mapping of F 
into a Banach space D. 
(4) If C and D are Banach spaces and (f, c) + (f, c) is a continuous 
bilinear mapping of F x C to D, then 
for g E LpF, g’ E L4,, l/p + I/q = 1, l<p<co. 
If for some p, 1 < p < co, L’ is the closed linear span of those e E L’ n Lp 
for which there exists a BE C, u(B) < +co, such that every sg (SE S) is zero 
p-a.e. outside B, then L, can be replaced by the linear span of all LpF 
(1 < p < cc ) in the above assertions. If, in addition, (A’, C, p) is localizable, 
then L, can be replaced by Lk’O’. Then (4) also holds for p = 1 and q = 03. 
Remark. We note that if s is a bounded linear operator in Lp, it may 
happen that s @ I, is not bounded in L $. For example, let (X, Z, p) be the 
interval (0, co) with Lebesgue measurable sets and Lebesgue measure, let 
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p= 2, and let s: L,(O, co) --* L,(O, co) be defined in the following way: 
Denote by #k (k = 1,2,...) the function equal to 1 on (k-l, k) and zero 
otherwise and denote by I,+~ (k = 1,2,...) the function equal to 1 on 
(21/2kP’, (2Z+ l)/2k-‘) and -1 on ((2Z+ l)/2kP1, 2(1+ 1)/2k-‘) 
(/= O,..., 2kP2 - 1) and zero otherwise. Then (4,) and {$k} are orthonor- 
ma1 systems on (0, co). Let sQk = $k (k = 1, 2,...) and let s be unitary on 
L2(0, 00). This can obviously be achieved. Let F= L” (0, KJ). Then #k E F, 
iic:#k@dkii2=&, and IIC;Sdk@#kii2= Iic;l(lk@$kiiZ=j;IT=% 
since jl C; + dk )I m = 1. As n + co, we can see that s 0 I, is not bounded. 
2. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let g = e @f and denote by 3, ?, and 0 the con- 
vex hulls of S, T, and U, respectively. 9, ?, and 0 are also bounded semi- 
groups with the same bounds as S, T, and U, respectively, and we have 
OZS@ ?. We have to prove that if USE i?, then the set { uu’g: u E I?}- con- 
tains a unique U-invariant element. ({ . ..}- denotes the closure (in G) of 
/=‘;) To this end, let u. = C;;= 1 cliui, where U, E U and cli B 0, Cl=, cli = !, 
,..., n. Then ui = si@ ti with some si E S and ti E T. Let i E S and tag T. 
Denote by e, (fo) the unique S-invariant (T-invariant) element in 
{sic: s E 3); (t@ t E p},). The elements e, and f. are unambiguously 
defined, since they are the same for all SE 3 and f E ?? Given E > 0, there 
exists c1 ES and z, l ?such that Ij~lS,e-eoIIE<.s and IIz,t,f-foIjF<E. 
Since (T,s* E $ and zI t, E ?, there exist cr2 E $ and z2 E 5? such that 
II cr2e,s2e - e, II E< E and II rZzl t, -f. (I F <E. Continuing this process, we 
obtain a sequence: g,,..., c,, in 9 and a sequence z, ,..., t, in p for which 
1) cr.. . g, sic - e, (I E < e and I/ z,. . . ~,t;f-foIlF<E 
for i = l,..., n. Since e0 is invariant under S, with the notation 0 = CT~. . c, 
we have 
I/os,e-e,II.= /(o;..~,sle-eo(/. 
< Il~n~~~~i+lll~ /Io,~~~~ls,e-eoIl.~ IlSll ‘E (i= 1 ,..., n), 
where )I S )I = sup 
have 
where II T )I = sup 
ilslj : s E S}. Similarly, with the notation T = 5, .. . z1 we 
Ilst,f-fol1.d IITII .E (i = l,..., n), 
II t/l : t E T}. Consequently, 
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d C @li( 11 O.TieO Ttjf- ~sie@foll + II os,eOfo-eoOfo II 1 
= i 4 II asjell E II zt,f-f0 II F+ II as,e - e0 II E llh II I;) 
i=l 
d 8 
[ 
2 @, IISII . II Tll + IISII llfo IIF . 
i= 1 1 
Since the number in square brackets does not depend on e or t and 
e 0 r E 0, we have proved that e, Of, E { uu,g: u E o}-. On the other hand, 
e, Of0 is obviously U-invariant. 
Now let w  an arbitrary U-invariant element in {uu,g: u E o}. We shall 
prove that w  = e@J: This, together with what we have just proved, will 
prove the U-ergodicity of e Of: Assume that w  #e @f and let 
11 w  - e Of )I = 6. Then 6 > 0 and by the choice of w  there exists a u1 E U 
such that Ilu,u,g-wll<6/(2l/UII). (Here )IUJI=SU~{I~~II:~EU}.) Then 
Iluu,u,g-WI/ < jz.4II~ Ilu,u,g- WI) < IIUll6/(2/lU~l)=6/2 for every UE 0. 
Since u1 u,, E 0, the element u0 in the above reasoning can be replaced by 
uluO, and we obtain that there are GE $ and r E $ such that 
II Cc 0 ~1 u1 uog - e. Of0 II < d/2. Then 
+ /I[aOz]u,u()g-WI/ <h/2+6/2=6, 
since cr 0 r E 0. This is a contradiction. Consequently, w  = e0 Of,, and e @f 
is U-ergodic in G. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 becomes trivial if, for example, 
T= {IF}, the trivial semi-group. Indeed, then the mapping 
< + (l/II f 1) 5 Of: E + G is a linear isometry which carries the semi-group 
S from E to the restriction of U to the subspace E Of of G. In this case the 
converse of Theorem 1 also holds. 
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 1. The corollary follows from 
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Theorem 1 immediately, in view of the fact that the U-ergodic elements 
constitute a closed linear subspace in G. 
The proof of Proposition 1 is obvious. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let S be a linear operator on n, S p < a, Lp such 
that the norm of S as an operator in L’ and as an operator in L” on the 
subspace of integrable simple functions is at most one and let t be a boun- 
ded linear operator on F. We prove that the mapping e of + (se)(@), 
where e is an integrable simple function and f E F, can be extended to a 
linear operator of norm at most 1) t I( in Lk and LF, as well. 
First we discuss the case of Lk. Let e, ,..., e, be characteristic functions of 
integrable sets and let f, ,..., f,, E F. We have to prove that 
It is sufficient to prove this if eiej = 0 (i #j), 
Then 
d lltll f lkll, Ilf IIF= lltll jJ eif, 
i= 1 II Ii i= I 1’ 
where the equality holds because of the assumption e,e, = 0 (i # j). 
Now we discuss the case of Lp . Let ei andfi be the same as above. Then 
(I$, (~ei)tif;)i~ oc =essfuP ii!, Iseil(x)(~J~~ 
=ess sup t f [sei](x)fi 
x II i= I II 
G Ilt II ess sup 
!I 
2 [se,lb)fi 
= Ilt II 11 i tsei;;ji 
il 
(1) 
i= I a, 
Now let z E E*, the dual Banach space of F, and suppose that I)z II = 1. 
Then 
( i (fi, z)edx)/ = I( i, ei(x)fh Z)I 6 11 !l eifi1( (2) 
i= 1 Cc 
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for p-a.a.x. Consequently, 
(The last inequality is a consequence of (2).) 
Now let {zk}y be a sequence in the unit ball of F* such that 
jlS[l = sup,/ (f; zk) ( for every linear combination f of the elementsf,,...,f,. 
(Take a dense sequence in the unit ball of the dual of the subspace spanned 
by f,,...,f,, and extend the members of this sequence, not increasing norm, 
to the whole of F by the Hahn-Banach theorem.) Then from (3) we obtain 
for every k that 
I( i$, CseJ (x)fi, zk)i = / i Vi, zk)sei(x) / i= I 
for p-a.a.x. Let Nk be the set where the above chain of inequalitites does 
not hold, and let N = UT=, Nk. Then p(N) = 0 and the above inequalities 
hold for all k and x $ N. Taking supremum for k , we obtain that 
Therefore, 
Comparing this with (l), we obtain that SO t is bounded in Lp on the 
integrable simple functions with norm at most II t 11. 
The Riesz convexity theorem [4, VI. 10, pp. 520-5261 can be extended to 
Lp-spaces of vector-valued functions with obvious alterations in the proof 
in [4]. Therefore, s@ t is also bounded with bound 11 t 11 as an operator in 
L$ for every p, 1 < p < co. We shall denote by s 6 t the extension of s @ t to 
the whole of L$ (1 < p < co ). Since it is easy to see that for g E LpF n L;.’ 
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(16 p, p’ < cc ) the value of s 6 t as an operator in L$ is the same as the 
value of ~65 t as an operator in LpF’, the notation s6$ t is not ambiguous. 
Since T is assumed to be ergodic, U = S6 T= {s @ t: s E S, t E T) is 
ergodic in every LpF (1 <p < co) by Theorem 1 and the Alaoglu-Birkhoff 
ergodic theorem [ 11. For g E L$ (1 < p < 00) let P,,g denote the unique 
element in the LP,-closed convex hull of the elements ug (U E U). First we 
show that P,,,g is unambiguously defined. To this end, let g E LP, n L”,’ 
(1 < p, p’ < co), and denote by g, the element P,?g, considering g as an 
element of LpF, and by g,, the element P,,,g considering g as an element 
of Lg. Choose, by induction, U,E 0 (n = 1, 2,...) such that 
II 4.. . u 1 g - g, 11 r < l/n, where r = p for r odd and r = p’ for r even. Then 
u “‘ulg+gP in L$ and u;“u,g+gP. in L$ (since g, and g,, are U- 
iivariant and 8 is bounded). Consequently, g, = gP,. 
Now let g E L,, g=g, + ... +g,, gie L$f, 1 <pi< co, i= l,..., n. Define 
P,,g to be equal to P,,,g, + ... P,,g,. This definition is unambiguous. 
Indeed, let g = 0. We have to prove that P,,g, + . . + P,,g, = 0. Let 
A = ( 11 g, II F < 1, i = l,..., n}. Then p(X- A) < co. Let X be the characteristic 
function of A. We may assume that p1 6 p2 f ... < p,. Then 
(l-X)g,ELF, xg,ELp for i=l,...,n, and xg,+ ... +g,= 
(x-l)g,+ ... +(x-l)g,. Because of the unambiguity of P,,, on 
U 1<p<m LpF, we have P,Axg, + ... +xg,)= PF,;T((x- l)g, + ..’ + 
(x - 1) 8,). Since P,, is linear on L$. for every p, 1~ p < co, we obtain that 
pF,Axgl)+ ... +PF,T(xgn)=f’F,T((x- l)g,)+ ... +p,A(x- l)gA and 
by the linearity of P,,, on the spaces L: we obtain that 
p,Tg, + ... + P,,g, = 0. Therefore, we have proved that P,, is 
unabiguously defined on L,. It is obvious that P,, is linear on Lb1 and 
maps LF into itself. The S@ T - invariance of P,, follows from the S6 T- 
invariance of it on the spaces LP,. (The elements of S@ T are unam- 
biguously defined on L,. This can be seen in the same way as for P,,.) 
Let GEL, be U-invariant, and let g=g, + “.g,, g,EL$ (i= l,..., n). If 
UE& then g=ug=ug,+ “‘ug,. By the same method as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can prove that u E 0 can be chosen so that Ilug, - P,gi (Ipi is 
arbitrarily small for every i = I,..., n. This shows that g = 
PF,TtT, + ... + p,,g,. Since P,,,g, is U-invariant by definition, the 
definition of P,, shows that PF,,(P,,gi) = P,,g, (i = l,..., n). Therefore, 
P,, leaves the U-invariant elements of L, fixed. 
Since for g E L$J (1 < p < cc ), P,,, g belongs to the closed convex hull of 
ug (u E U) and U is uniformly bounded, P,, is bounded as an operator on 
LpF(l<p<oo). 
Now let g -+ Qg: L,-+ L, be another mapping with the properties of P,, 
proved so far. Let g E L,, g = g, + . . +g,, gj E L$ (1 <pi < co), i= l,..., n, 
and li E 0. Then Qiig = g because of the invariance of Q. Let u, E 0 
(n = 1, 2 ,...) be such that u, gi + P,, gi in L% (i = l,..., n) (the existence of 
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such U, can be seen by a method in the proof of Theorem 1). Since Q is 
linear and bounded on LP;, we have Qg=QP,,g,+ ... +QP,,g,. 
Finally, since Q leaves U-invariant elements fixed, we have 
Qg= P,,,g, + ... + P,,,g, = P,,,g. Now we prove properties (l)-(4) of 
p,,. 
(1) Since P,, leaves U-invariant elements fixed, the range of P,, 
contains all U-invariant elements. Conversely, p,,g = 
p,,,g, + .” +p,,g, k=g, + ..’ +g,, gje L$) is U-invariant, since the 
P,.,gi are so. 
(2) Every u E U as an operator on L$ (1 < p < co) is of norm not 
greater than 1) T I(. Therefore, for g E LpF the norm of any element in the 
closed convex hull of the elements ug (U E U) is at most 11 TII l/g )I. In what 
follows P denotes Pc,iccj or PR,i,R}, according to whether the spaces in 
question are complex or real. 
(3) Let g=ef with eELP (l<p<co) and ftzF. We have P,,(,,) 
(4og) = PD. (10) (e~qS(f))=Pec,b(f)=q4~(Pe~f)=qi~Pf,j,FJg. Now the 
linearity and continuity of the mappings involved show that (3) holds for 
all gE L,. 
(4) We first note that P is self-adjoint in L2. Therefore, 
J Pe . e’dp = J e Pe’dp if g and g’ are integrable simple functions. Now let 
g = ef and g’ = e’c, where e and e’ are integrable simple functions, f E F, and 
c E C. Then 
= pe.e’(Jc)dp=(f,c)/Pe.e’dp=(f,c)/e.Pe’dp 
The linearity and continuity of the mappings involved shows that (4) holds. 
Now assume that L’ is the closed linear span of those eE L’ A Lp 
(1 <p < 00) for which there exists a BE C, p(B) < co such that every se 
(s E S) is zero p-a.e. outside B. Let e E L’ n Lp be such an element and B 
such a set for e. Let S, E S be such that s,e -+ P, in Lp and s,e -+ P, p-a.e.. 
Since 1 Is,el d I( e (I, by the Fatou lemma, we conclude that Pee L’. 
Furthermore, for s E 9 we have 1 ) se - Pf 1 < p(B)‘/” ll.se - Pel(, . Since 
S is ergodic in Lp, it is easy to see that for every s E $ the set {ss,e: s E s},, 
contains the S-invariant element Pe. Conversely, let SUE 3 and 
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SE {ss,e:.d}~‘, SC?= (i?}. Assume that i#Pe. Let IIE- Pe)I =E. Let 
s1 ES be such that lls,s,e-PII i <s/2. There exists SUE 3 such that 
I(s~s~,s,+-- P,IJ,<&/2. Then IJb- PeI(,< (Id-s,s,s,el(,+ Ils,s,s,e-PeII,< 
JIsZ 1) I(C - slsOe (I i + s/2 < E, a contradiction. Consequently, P = Pe and e is 
ergodic. Since the functions e span L’, the whole space L’ is S-ergodic. 
It is easy to see that the assertions of Theorem 2 remain true if L, is 
replaced by the linear span of all L; (1 < p < co). If, in addition to the 
above “finiteness” condition, (X, C, p) is localizable, then we can define 
P F{IF) on LFoc by a routine “pasting” process. We note that L~‘“‘2 L,. In 
this case we can also prove (4) for p = 1 and q = cc in the following way: 
let eEL1nLP (l<p<co), BEC, p(B)<co and let se be zero p-a.e. out- 
side B. Then we have already proved that the formula in (4) holds for 
g = ef(fE F) and for every g’ E L2, (l/p + l/q = 1 )m and a fortiori for every 
g’ E L,” vanishing outside B. Since PF,J,Fj g = (Pe)f, we see that PF,jlFj g 
vanishes outside B. Therefore, the formula in (4) holds for g = ef and for 
every g’ EL,“. By continuity and linearity we obtain (4) for all g E Lb (and 
all g’ E L 7 ). 
Remarks. 1. In [l] Alaoglu and Birkhoff introduced a generalization 
of the notion of convergence. We could have made use of this convergence 
and simplified certain proofs in the paper at the expense of discussing the 
properties of this convergence relative to tensor products. 
2. Theorem 2 generalizes a result of Dinculeanu [3] in several direc- 
tions, which in turn generalizes a result of Aribaud [;?I. In [3], T= {Z,} 
and the elements of S are measure-preserving point transformations. In this 
special case our proof is simpler than Dinculeanu’s. 
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